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Canto VI 

 

on’t pity the chimera, the dragon, the gryphon, the sphinx, 

The glatisant, the bandersnatch, the jubjub, the phoenix, 

The centaur, the unicorn, the kelpie, crested basilisk,  

The besieged beast still undecided on what it is to be,  

How to be described, labelled; or whether to be at all...  

Stub out your pity in the tin-foil ashtray balanced  

On the bench-arm burnishing in the sunlight,  

The unsympathetic sunlight swallowing pools of shadow  

On the punishably white tablet-cleft paving slabs,  

The throbbing light-bulb sunlight that hits the knuckle-red  

Bricks of the hospital for severed threads... Trip into  

Those plunging glooms of lino-oiled corridors,  

Hope-emptied rooms, burrows of stowed comforts,  

Squirrelled sighs, dingy warrens plumbed through slow- 

Acting gravities transporting you down protocols  

Of woody hollows — down into Pharaonic  

Ransacked darks of precipitous tombs, catacombs  

On catacombs of ruminating plumes, billeted  

Belongings dragooned by tagging troops, unravelled trunks  

Of evacuees from muzzling memes, migrations  

Of souls quarantined by Cronos for passports postponed... 

 

Dragons’ rooms, surrogate wombs for burst balloons  

Wired to the disconnected world by emergency  

Umbilical cords; dim-lit grottos of split-minds’ spilt  

Things some think have been rummaged in then bunglingly  

Rearranged by invisible burglars poorly covering-up  

Their glove-grabs of phantasmagorical robberies,  

The subconscious’s kleptomania; or sifted  

For sharps like hostel shrubberies by staff Hekatonkhires;  

Emptied of scissors, stockings, buckles, belts, bootlaces, keys, 

Shorn of all potential opting-out equipment, all  

Possible props for impulsive escapology, stripped  

To the phone; all objects guilty till proven innocent,  

Tacit culprits of fast-hatched acts of eschatology;  

No objects without properties for passports to oblivion  
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(Or reinvention through self-destruction’s subterfuge);  

All tangibles, triggers to stacking cards against them,  

Clubs, spades, each card an Arcana, Sage or Hierophant...  

At any time, one’s will is able to be reshuffled,  

Or so some psyches submerged in muddied imperceptions 

Itch towards by instinct; but it’s an anti-instinct,  

Smoke-and-mirrors, pink elephants in the room  

Trumpety-trumped with portmanteaus,  

Plummeting self-esteem, tulpa tempting them to doom  

Dressed up in ego-ergonomics, spontaneous  

Transportations to limited immortalities  

Looping back to purgatorial paths thought-abandoned  

By these docile Didos, would-be Dodos, medicated  

Shades who grope the shadows with pillow-hands describing  

Cloudy contours, cloth-eyes that could find grips in  

Blindness, lights in laughterless darkness, a more  

Accommodating sense of being conjured in distilled  

Moments frozen by hypnogogic Gorgons of stoning  

Thought (as Plath, hypnotised by the phony halo  

Of a rented hallways’ pulsating bulb during that  

Last cryptic winter’s traumatic-drift heaped up  

In a stabbing aspirin-pall of insurmountable snow)... 

 
 



Canto XI 

 

ragons hatch from shells of fractured narratives, splinters  

Of disrupted lives, temporal gaps in continuities,  

To break each branch of the togetherness tree, the four- 

Branched Hydra tree, snap each off till separately  

They tumble to the ground, trembling; sprout their own  

Ingrown spores, green shoots — writhing snakes erupting  

From Pegasus-heads, inter-twisting rainbow-serpent  

Personalities — bilious rooting of reinventions,  

Restorative spoors rediscovering themselves,  

Groping with germinal tendrils describing bare arbours  

Of their own origins; hermaphrodite minds siring  

Themselves, pruned of all mechanical containment,  

Organic, vertiginous, uninvented, repatriated to  

Primitive spirit-chambers of the undivided Godhead,  

The universal essence sourced through the macro-soul  

Cradled in the brain’s porous receptor, metamorphosis   

Of light into matter, the cerebrum’s all-absorbing  

Incubus, the pulsing mitre in the vaulted skull,  

Cloisters resuscitated with grinding vibrations  

Tapping contrapuntal spandrels, but all still cramped  

Beneath a dome’s low-combing bone, sitting dormant,  

A throbbing Host in its monstrance of ambient marrow,  

Too often desecrated by numbing bells of aqueous  

Swells chiming through chambers, drumming, thundering  

Until dragons’ fires hiss out in clangours of capped Damascus  

Flashes — then gone, spluttered out, snapped branches’  

Shoots wilt brittle, the fourth branch, a lopped arm  

Now ungrasping, ruptures in one colophon,  

Turns to stone, a ganglia mabinogi consigned to dumb  

Rattling, numb pattering, prescribed legend... Thoughts torn  

Limb-from-limb, bitten to eucharistic ruminations,  

Then spat out for witchflowers of doubt to witheringly stem... 

 

Classical dragons — their name crawled from the Greek dracein:  

To see clearly — scholars haunted by ghosts of history  

And Lazarus languages, soothed by psycho-mythology:  

That everything one could possibly enact or imagine  

Being enacted has already happened, in Euripides,  

Sophocles, Aristophanes, Aeschylus; that history — or  
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Its extrapolation — has got there first, or is fast catching  

Up... Antiquated dragons, doctoral Quixotes waxing  

At giants in guises of windmills, tilting quilled lances  

At fellow dragons camouflaged as smouldering human  

Pylons; phrenologically nostalgic dragons marvelling  

At antediluvian abstractions curving over  

Staffordshire porcelain scalps in highfalutin indexes —  

Vide alimentiveness, philoprogenitiveness; snapped  

Dragons jolted by volts of surging circuitry — to still  

The beating of the mind, so Shakespeare prescribed us  

Dreamstuff — but, could he...? / 

      So some dragons transmigrate  

To pages to summon words, sprung dragons engage  

Their interminable rumblings of gesture, suggestive  

Triggers, spikes, storming memories, to gather narratives,  

Vent their mental tides in poetry’s miniscule suicides;  

Their pens, lightning-conductors of embattled energies,  

Verses in adversities; they pour forth, pour forth  

Experiences, tragedies; they blaze, they blaze away;  

Raise paper with damp flames, testaments and tracts,  

Maxims, axioms, epigrams, phantasms, false facts,  

Factual falsities, pathetic fallacies; each line  

A broken trope, a dislocated gnome, all manner  

Of phantasmagoria pouring on the pounding page,  

Dashed on the workshop’s rock — tainted knights  

Clattering round a laminated table’s pool of cloudy  

Projections, or impromptu séances...  / 

            Time bends, becomes  

Irrelevant, surceases, the diatribes of flow  

Exorcise cranial ghosts, scour poltergeists of the lobes;  

While the clock melts, hands vanish, numbers blur, nurses  

Scurry corridors, dozens of watch-chained rabbits haggard  

With compassion fatigue always late for patients arriving  

Before their bodies, galumphing unpunctually after them,  

Lumbering under rubbery weights out of time and place,  

Morbidly overdue as sub-contracted trains, dragging  

Their heels grudgingly by obligation’s auto-pilot;  

Puppet-strung scarecrows slimly glimpsed at moments  

Of shortest shadows, desideratums of light in mists  

And scepticism; shadows themselves, disengaged from  

Curious corpuses they ape, mock-anatomies, hulking  



Surpluses with tiger-striped wrists, cigarette-singed  

Underarms, toxic blood, protruding veins, jittering limbs,  

Choppy personalities, nicknames, curses, pseudonyms,  

Sobriquets, all jungles of bone and follicle, stubble  

And nomenclatures, hairs sprouting where they shouldn’t be,  

Malting where they should be sprouting, painstaking  

Bruises brandished with hubris of tattoos, miniatures  

Of rusty acupunctures, the art of blood and blow,  

Skin-raised Karma Sutras illustrating tantric taboos,  

Scrupulosity, years of metaphorical obfuscations  

Through infant abuse, tapestries of characters, symbols,  

Thumbmarks, runes, graffiti, hieroglyphics, shoddiness  

Of random bits of junk bunged together in poetic  

Flourishes, fits of jungle insensitiveness, organic  

Insults chucked out by tipsy Olympus misanthropists... 

 



Agatha of the intrusive thoughts 
 

 

Agatha’s privy to intrusive thoughts, 

Antlers stabbing against her nature, courts 

Their harrowing shadows pointed as thorns, 

 

Clutches them tight on her brow’s stormed fort,  

Tries to throw off the besieging hoards 

Of obsessions but the more she absorbs 

 

Them in boiling oils of noble absolutes 

From the battlements of her eyes, the brutes 

Swell in number, form into torch-lit groups, 

 

Circle the turrets of her pincered mood 

Pitched to anticipate multitudes 

Of phantasms armed with solicitudes 

 

And simmering impulses to act on 

Grisly images of violation,  

Flashing savagely as intermissions 

 

In daily narratives, anti-temptations, 

Repugnant but strangely magnetic in  

Suggestion, tugging her in the suction 

 

Of futile resistance, entangling 

Reeds of the ego’s self-regulating 

Growing thicker, stronger, each rejecting 

 

Argument, simply regenerating 

Their leathery grip, their thuggish grasping — 

But respite seeps in with serotonins   

 

That part panic’s thundering bulrushes 

With replenishing paths through dank marshes 

Fogged so long, now lit with inhibitors’ 

 

Numbing illuminations, fizzing bliss 

Of hazy abdication, wooziness, 

While willowy shadows whisper, obsess.  

 

 



Laura of the tangents 
 

 

Laura ambles along paths of tangent, 

Garbled thoughts of jarred arrangement 

Babble to brooks of golden derangement, 

 

Disarming shallows, alternately plangent, 

Then gushing with gusto, rapid salient 

Flashes of sunlight, a dazzling raiment — 

 

Insights hit the surging waters of her 

Coursing, curiouser and curiouser: 

Our world’s becoming rounder and rounder 

 

But we’re becoming squarer and squarer — 

We’re on a collision course with nature 

Because we can’t fit into the future... 

 

And other pearls of upside-down wisdom, 

Stepping tropes crossing imponderable ponds, 

Archipelagos of lapsed logic, long  

 

Spindly islands of lilied digressions 

In limpid nostalgia’s padded sarong 

Glimpsed in the murk of a corroding gong — 

 

Her head’s half-immersed unreflecting lake 

Lodged in her lobes like a clattering plate 

On a sideboard that seems to levitate 

 

In a plummeting parlour — Mustn’t be late, 

This twitching white rabbit’s rattling prate,  

Scratching in shadow, a scurrying freight, 

 

Thumping about in a dumb-waiter burrow; 

Plum role in Carroll’s obscurest last bow, 

Alice on the Acute Ward — curls her toes 

 

At her EAT ME meds and DRINK ME depots: 

Magical jabs that make her shrink or grow — 

Things keep changing size; that’s good I suppose... 

 

 



Heidi of the permanent gleam  
 

 

Heidi has a permanent gleam alight  

In her eyes, incorrigibly childlike — 

One might call them ‘smiling’ but that’s to belie 

 

Their impish glint’s dim hint of flight 

And frightened anger whenever her rights 

Feel threatened; she flits about like a sprite 

 

Chasing little pink bunnies bounding 

Invisibly about the floor of the kitchen — 

Look, there’s another one, can’t you see him? 

 

He’s fluffy and pink — look at him leaping! 

Most presume she’s hallucinating, 

Some just quibble at how she’s describing 

 

The transparent rabbits — they’re not PINK  

Pink, more candyfloss-coloured...  The shrinks 

Try coaxing Heidi back from these brinks; 

 

But wherever her edge, it’s comfy as mink 

Against her flushed skin as she skates the rink 

Of her circling mind to the fluttery chink 

 

Of her shivering giggle — but it’s pure fear  

That flutters at her laughter’s barbed frontier 

And sobs through her voice, neurotic tears 

 

Bruising her eyes in their sunk belvederes; 

A benzadrined bandit, she wears those tears 

Over her shoulders in crossed bandoliers.  



Word-Salad Sal 
 

 

Sally, or Sal (she prefers just one ‘l’),  

Tosses her salads of words in the bowl 

Of her head — to her ears their chiming swells 

 

To meanings sublimer than literal 

Definitions; she has her own aural  

Vocabulary where rhyming words spell 

 

Incantatory patterns sans codas; 

Sal’s a disciple of clanging, those slurs 

Of homonyms under legato curves — 

 

Continuous streams of inchoate verbs 

And nouns jumbled up that ramble and swerve 

Into surreal realms of symbolist verse: 

 

Blue sheep hibiscus the sinspit remiss 

Forcibly thumps with ashmagical hiss, 

Binsmiles toke furious pinviruses... 

 

No sip of absinthe required but the fizz  

Of Sal’s muggy anis-green eyes for this 

Verbal refulgence of instinctive gifts — 

 

Still more to her vaudeville repertoire: 

Dusting L.N. Fowler busts with chamois 

Of polishing breaths and buffs of a char 

 

As if she could rub off each sooty scar 

Of head-mapping lexicon; Sal can spar 

With the best at esoteric chutzpah: 

 

Darwin’s father, after Gal{pagos, 

Measured his son’s head noting its index 

Had changed shape, enlarged, as if embossed 

 

By burgeoning lobes swollen as moss 

With new absorbed knowledge in the cramped truss 

Of his stretched skull; a red-plush colobus   

 



With jutting brow: his physiognomy  

Had adapted to its own strange theories, 

Orang-utan ginger groups tangling his pre-  

 

-hensile beard in metacarpal lobbies  

For man’s tapering apery...  Therapies  

Blunt destinations of psychic species. 

 

 

 

 


